§ 644.511 Certificate of competency by SBA.

Section 8(b)(7) of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 637(b)(7)) authorizes the SBA to certify the competency of a small business concern as to capacity and credit. In any case where timber is being sold on a credit basis, if the bid is being questioned solely on the financial ability of the bidder and the bidder is a small business concern, the DE will notify the appropriate SBA field office immediately and follow the other procedures provided by Section III of the DOD-SBA Agreement. A certificate of competency issued by SBA will be honored in such cases.

§ 644.512 DA-SBA joint set-aside determination.

Section 15 of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 644), provides that where certain joint determinations are made by the SBA and a disposal agency, the award of a contract for the sale of Government property shall be made to a small business concern. Section IV, Joint Set-Aside Determination of the DOD-SBA Agreement implements Section 15 of the Small Business Act. It is not anticipated that SBA will recommend that Army timber be reserved or set aside for sale to small business concerns on an exclusive or preferential basis. In the event recommendations on set asides of Army timber are received from SBA field offices, the SBA recommendations will be forwarded promptly to HQDA (DAEN-REM) WASH DC 20314 with DE comments and recommendation.

§§ 644.513–644.515 [Reserved]

CLEARANCE OF EXPLOSIVE HAZARDS AND OTHER CONTAMINATION FROM PROPOSED EXCESS LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS

§ 644.516 Clearance of Air Force lands.

The Chief of Engineers has no responsibility for inspecting or clearing excess Air Force land of explosives or chemical/biological contaminants. When a target or bombing range, or other land under the control of the Department of the Air Force, which might be contaminated with explosives or other harmful or dangerous substances, becomes excess to Defense requirements, the appropriate DE will obtain a certificate as to the extent of contamination and clearance thereof from the Commander, Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433. The Corps of Engineers will continue to be the agency with which the disposal agencies, purchasers, and former lessors will communicate when explosives or objects resembling explosives, are discovered on the land after disposition has been effected. The AFLC, upon request of the DE, will neutralize or remove such objects or substances and make a report to the requesting agency or person. See §644.535 for support required of the Corps.

§ 644.517 Clearance of Army lands.

The responsibility for performing clearance of ordnance contaminated excess Army military real property is placed upon and remains with the using command. That command, after completion of the clearance work, will furnish the DE a “Statement of Clearance” (Appendix E, AR 405-90) and a record of the clearance work performed. In addition to the Statement of Clearance, the following information will be furnished to the DE upon completion of the neutralization:

(a) Records of the neutralization work performed, including statement of methods employed.

(b) List of dangerous and explosive materials removed.

(c) Number and names of demolition technicians employed.

(d) Other data that may be pertinent in the defense of any suit or claim that might subsequently arise as a result of civilian occupancy.

§ 644.518 Determination of categories.

Prior to making a recommendation for excess, the state of contamination of the property must be determined by the installation commander as either of the following:

(a) Category One. Those lands such as ammunition plants, storage, test, impact and training areas, bombing or target ranges, which may contain explosives or unexploded ordnance. The